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Caring for those
who need it most

President Barack Obama

Obama
to seek tax
hikes on
wealthy
President to announce plan for
easing burden on middle class at
Tuesday’s State of the Union speech
By KATHLEEN HENNESSEY
L O S A NG EL ES T I M ES

WASHINGTON — President Barack
Obama, keeping up a push for what he calls
tax fairness, plans to announce a new package of tax proposals that target inherited assets, capital gains and large financial firms
to pay for billions of dollars in new tax benefits for low- and middle-class taxpayers.
The president will detail the proposals,
which would raise $320 billion in revenue
over the next decade, in his State of the
Union address Tuesday night, senior administration officials said Saturday.
The officials described the plan as a
key element in a speech that will declare
a turnaround in the U.S. economy and lay
out Obama’s plans to keep middle-income
Americans from being left out of the upswing. While the policy may underscore
Obama’s message, it is unlikely to find
much traction in Congress, where Republicans have dismissed similar plans as
tax hikes that hurt business and slow job
growth.
Obama’s tax plans use a familiar tactic
for his White House — focusing on “loopholes” primarily used by the wealthy to pay
for provisions aimed at working families.
Officials said the president will propose
an overhaul of capital gains and dividends
TURN TO OBAMA, PAGE A6

New diversity
in play in race
for Boxer’s seat
ERIK CASTRO / For The Press Democrat

REACHING OUT WITH WORDS: Caregiver Bentley Wan reads a novel to Brad Dreyer in the park next door to Dreyer’s Glen Ellen home in
October. Dreyer suffered a severe brain injury in 2009 and Wan, who moved to the U.S. From Fiji, has been caring for him for almost three years.

By MICHAEL R. BLOOD
and KEVIN FREKING

County’s Fijian community embraces role as caregivers

LOS ANGELES — U.S. Sen. Barbara
Boxer crashed through a barrier when
her election victory nearly a quarter century ago marked the ascent of women in
Washington. Her successor could achieve a
breakthrough as well —
one that reflects California’s steadily changing
political demographics.
When the California
Democrat won her first
term in 1992, 8 of 10 voters in that election were Kamala
white. Far more Latinos Harris
and Asian-Americans
call the state home today compared with
a generation ago, and her recently announced exit has revealed a diverse field
of potential candidates.
The maneuvering showcases the growing influence of minority voters and
a challenge for the Republican Party,

By MEG MCCONAHEY
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT
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rad Dreyer’s day begins
in Glen Ellen at 8:30 each
morning with the arrival
of Bentley Wan.
For the rest of the day, the
patient man with an easy grin
will be Dreyer’s nurse, physical
therapist, driver, valet and best
friend.
Dreyer, 26, has limited use
and control of his hands and
legs after suffering a traumatic brain injury five years
ago when he was struck by a
hit-and-run motorcyclist while
riding his skateboard. It will

take Wan nearly three hours to
ready Dreyer for a chiropractic appointment in the early
afternoon.
Wan is careful to skip no step
in this meticulous and unhurried process. He prepares the
morning’s nourishment and
medications, delivered through
a feeding tube, and discreetly
disposes of the waste from the
previous night.
Wan, 47, is one of hundreds
of Fijians who live in Sonoma
County and are in-home caregivers to people most in need,
from the severely disabled to
those in hospice care and nearTURN TO CARING, PAGE A11
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This story originally appeared in Sonoma
Magazine. To read a fuller version and see
more photos, go to sonomamag.com
INSIDE: SR caretaker says relationship with people, not
material wealth, matters most at the end of life / A11
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NURSES, KAISER REACH DEAL: Strike planned
for next week called off; union says agreement
will raise pay 14% over three years / B10
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